Dear [Your Name],

The continued success of A&S during the pandemic has required the sustained and collaborative work of all members of our community. In this month’s letter, Dean Geer offers his gratitude to the tireless efforts of the often unsung heroes: A&S staff.
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A&S Explorer

October 2020

Academic Spotlight.

ADJUSTED SPACES | Science labs during COVID-19

In Part II of our series on learning and teaching during the pandemic, our expert panelists discuss the evolution of science labs, from chemistry labs to the tunnels that run underneath Vanderbilt. A&S students and faculty are finding opportunities to advance our research and understanding of the world around us.
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Featured Stories

Persistence in a pandemic: A&S students discuss their enriching summer experiences

Steady Hand: A&S alumnus Gov. Andy Beshear guides KY through the pandemic and political divide

Washington Insiders: A&S alumni playing key roles in CNN’s around-the-clock political coverage

New physics and astronomy faculty: Savanna Starko seeks answers to big questions

MORE NEWS

The New York Times: The Dire Wolf May Have Prowled Asia, Fossils Suggest

(Professor Larisa DeSantis quoted)

NBC News: Trump not the first president to be infected in a pandemic, Woodrow Wilson was in the same spot a century ago

(Professor Thomas Schwartz quoted)

Psychology Today: Why We Are Grateful That Young People Are Voting

(Sophie Bjork-James quoted)

USA Today: Who are the Proud Boys? Far-right group has concerned experts for years

(Amy Cooter quoted)

Voice of America: How Should Presidential Debates Change?

(John Koch quoted)
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Support A&S

A&S is now on social media! It’s your College. Stay connected.
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